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The ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
 The World’s largest muon spectrometer:
 Three stations with toroid magnets
between the 1st and 2nd stations
 Standalone measurement of the
muon momentum with a resolution
of ~10% at 1 TeV
 Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) and
Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC) are
used for precision coordinate
measurements
 Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC) and
Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) are used
for triggering purpose
 The Phase‐I muon upgrade:
 The present inner endcap chambers
will be replaced by a New Small
Wheel detector (see the NSW talk
given by Benoit Lefebvre)
 BIS78 MDT chambers will be replaced
by small‐diameter MDT (sMDT) and
thin‐gap RPC chambers
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The Phase‐II Muon Upgrade
 Detector upgrades:
ATLAS-TDR-026
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The Phase‐II Muon Upgrade
 Detector upgrades:
 Barrel Inner large and small sectors: a
new triplet RPC will be installed to
make the barrel trigger more robust
and to increase the trigger acceptance
 Barrel Inner small sectors: replace
MDT with sMDT to create space to
install a new RPC layer
 Endcap Inner Large 4 (EIL4): TGC
chambers will be upgraded from
doublet to triplet to complete the
trigger coverage for the inner station
 Electronics upgrades:
 Most electronics will be upgraded to
cope with the Phase‐II trigger rate and
latency requirements
 Implement TGC tracking trigger by
combing segments from NSW and TGC
 MDT data will be used at the first
trigger level
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Expected Trigger Performance
Two stations used
Three stations used

Combining information
from both NSW and TGC
Present RPC

RPC
MDT Trigger
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Status of sMDT Chambers
 96 chambers (~500 tubes per chamber) to be built for the Phase‐II upgrade
 Chamber R&D completed long ago, 14 similar chambers have been built for other
regions and are operational in ATLAS during Run 2, and 16 chambers built for the BIS78
upgrade
 BIS1‐6 sMDT layout and envelope defined and full chamber design to be completed
this summer
 Drift tube design completed and material procurement on schedule
Tube production and testing

Precision assembly jigging

Electronics mounting

Faraday cage assembly

BIS prototype chamber
built at MPI Munich
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Status of sMDT Chambers





A smaller‐size sMDT prototype chamber built and tested at Michigan
Current sMDT electronics mounted to study the prototype chamber performance
Similar performance results obtained for both sites
Pre‐production modules to be built later in 2019
scintillator

sMDT

Electronics

sMDT cosmic ray test station at Michigan
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Status of MDT Frontend Electronics
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Status of MDT Frontend Electronics

Design finished, in pre‐production
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Status of MDT Frontend Electronics

V1 prototype finished and tested, no
problems found
V2 with all needed features included
to be
this fall
Junjie
Zhu,submitted
Michigan

24 channels, 3.73.7
mm2, 100 pads
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Status of MDT Frontend Electronics

V1 prototype finished and
tested, all needed functionality
demonstrated
V2 with all needed features
included to be tested by the
end of this year
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Status of RPC Chambers
 276 new triplet RPCs will be built
 Chambers will be similar to chambers currently
being built for the BIS78 upgrade
 Chamber envelopes defined
 Ongoing optimization with chamber layout
(supporting structure, number of chamber
types to be built, installation strategy, etc)
 Ongoing studies with the RPC singlet design
(looking for a lighter dielectric filler material for
readout strip panels, use two‐side eta‐readout
instead of eta‐phi, etc)

RPC built for the BIS78 upgrade

RPC singlet
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Status of RPC Electronics
DISC 1 ch

 Frontend electronics
A new ASIC integrating Discriminator, TDC and Serializer
A one‐channel prototype is currently under test

TDC 1 ch

 DCT board
Receive digitized data from RPC and send muon
hits to the sector logic

Similar board designed
for the BIS78 upgrade

FPGA
SCA
GBTx
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Status of EIL4 TGC Chamber
 EIL4 TGCs were not originally designed to be
part of the trigger system, and were therefore
not optimized for this use (doublet, a single
unit with an area of ~ 1 m2)
 Plan to replace doublets by triplets with finer
granularity and read out ‐ coordinates for
all three layers (32 strip channels and 32 wire
channels) to complete the trigger coverage for
the inner endcap station
 Working on detector and mechanics designs
and prepare specification documents
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Status of TGC Electronics
V1 PS board

Optical receiver and
Kintex 7 FPGA for transmitter
data transmitter and
Configuration/control
PP ASIC for timing
alignment

New PP ASICs: same design as the legacy chip but using a new technology (Silterra
Malaysia 180 nm), production started and 37 wafer produced
PS and SPP boards





PS‐board prototype installed in ATLAS during Run 2 to study SEU on Kintex‐7 FPGA. Rate of SEU as
expected, all SEUs automatically recovered
TID qualification of boards components (ASIC and commercial components) with Co60 source
Uniform PS board design (currently 17 types)
Conceptual design and hardware demonstration to be done this summer
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Conclusions
 ATLAS will upgrade the muon spectrometer for high‐luminosity LHC runs:
 Increase the trigger coverage in both barrel (by adding a new layer of
RPC/sMDT) and endcap (by upgrading the EIL4 TGCs from doublets to triplets)
 Implement TGC tracking trigger by combining segments from NSW and TGC
 Use MDT as a trigger device at the first trigger level to improve the muon
momentum resolution at the first level trigger
 Replace most electronics to handle higher data rates and longer latency
 On track for all upgrade activities for an installation at the beginning of 2024
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